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Abstract

13

There is a growing need for accurate evolutionary forecasting, but we must first understand how

14

possible evolutionary paths can be constrained by silent genetic features. Here we show that

15

synonymous sequence variation determines extreme parallel evolution during the evolutionary rescue

16

of flagellar motility. An immotile variant of the soil microbe, Pseudomonas fluorescens, swiftly

17

recovers flagellum-dependent motility through parallel de novo mutation. This typically manifests

18

within 96 h under strong selection through repeatable mutation within the nitrogen pathway’s histidine

19

kinase gene, ntrB. We found that evolution was parallel to nucleotide resolution in over 95% of cases

20

in minimal medium (M9), with lineages repeatedly fixing an identical mutation (ntrB A289C). There

21

was no evidence that this substitution is context-specific, as repeatable de novo mutation was robust to

22

nutrient condition despite evidence for antagonistic pleiotropy. Competition assays against alternative

23

motile alleles revealed some evidence for selection enforcing repeated fixation of ntrB mutants, but

24

there was no evidence for clonal interference driving parallel evolution to nucleotide resolution. Instead,

25

the introduction of 6 synonymous substitutions surrounding the mutational hotspot reduced parallel

26

evolution from >95% to 0% at the site. In a reciprocal experiment, we introduced 6 synonymous
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27

substitutions into a homologous strain that did not ancestrally evolve in parallel and observed that

28

parallel evolution at the site rose from 0% to 80%. We propose that these silent mutations facilitate

29

extremely localised heterogeneity in de novo mutation. Our results reveal that unique quirks in how

30

DNA is structured at specific loci can strongly bias evolutionary outcomes.
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31

Introduction

32

Evolution is sometimes remarkably repeatable, but the determining factors underlying extreme parallel

33

evolution events are not well understood. Acquiring a better understanding of how certain populations

34

are constrained in the ways they can evolve could prove especially insightful, as it would improve our

35

ability for ‘evolutionary forecasting’. Over the past decade there has been growing interest in the idea

36

of predicting evolution (for review see, Lässig, Mustonen and Walczak, 2017). Parallel evolutionary

37

studies, where independent lines evolve in identical ways when placed under selection for the same

38

trait, provide examples where evolutionary forces are sufficiently powerful to exclude all but one

39

mutational path. Such studies therefore illuminate the key evolutionary mechanisms which must be

40

understood if we are ever to form a generalisable and accurate predictive model for adaptive evolution.

41

There have been many examples of experimental systems evolving in parallel. Microbes evolving under

42

strong selection often rapidly adopt similar novel phenotypes (Fong et al. 2005; Ostrowski et al. 2008).

43

More interestingly, however, is the observation that these phenotypes are often underpinned by

44

clustered genetic changes within the same region of the genome (Riehle et al. 2001; Fraebel et al. 2017),

45

or within limited pockets of loci (Bull et al. 1997; Wichman et al. 1999; Herron and Doebeli 2013;

46

Kram et al. 2017). Sometimes viable mutations are limited to genes that comprise a single regulatory

47

pathway (Notley-McRobb and Ferenci 1999; Miller et al. 2013) or a single protein complex (Avrani et

48

al. 2017). In extreme cases, evolutionary events can be seen to repeatedly target just a handful of sites

49

within a single locus (Meyer et al., 2012; van Ditmarsch et al., 2013). Parallel genetic evolution

50

typically becomes less common as the degree of parallelism descends from broader genomic regions to

51

the nucleotide (Tenaillon et al. 2012; Bailey et al. 2015). However, despite frequent descriptions of

52

parallel evolutionary events, a detailed understanding of the evolutionary forces driving their

53

occurrence is often lacking.

54

There are three primary drivers of parallel evolution in experimental systems: (i) Fixation bias, which

55

skews evolution toward mutations that enjoy a higher likelihood of dominating the population pool. Not

56

all facilitators of fixation bias are considered adaptively advantageous (Eyre-Walker and Hurst 2001),

57

but in instances where we observe rapid and highly parallel sweeps it will likely take the form of
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selection, which drives the fittest competing genotypes in the population to fixation (see Wood, Burke

59

and Rieseberg, 2005; Woods et al., 2006). (ii) Mutational accessibility, as there may be only a small

60

number of readily accessible mutations a genotype can undergo to improve fitness (Weinreich et al.

61

2006). And, (iii) Mutation rate heterogeneity, where genetic and molecular features scattered

62

throughout the genome cause sites to radiate at different rates, introducing a mutation bias toward a

63

particular outcome (Bailey et al. 2017). Previous research shows that mutation rate heterogeneity can

64

be influenced by the arrangement of nucleotides surrounding a particular site (Long et al. 2014), and

65

genetic quirks such as the secondary structure of DNA (Duan et al. 2018) including the formation of

66

single-stranded DNA hairpins (De Boer and Ripley 1984). Nevertheless, the nature of genetic sequence

67

in driving parallel evolutionary outcomes remains unknown.

68

To establish which mechanisms are at play, it is important to consider whether parallel outcomes are

69

robust to experimental conditions such as environment (Turner et al. 2018) and to account for clonal

70

interference, which can alter the chance of observing parallel evolution (Bailey et al. 2017; Lässig et al.

71

2017). Clonal interference can occur either due to standing genetic variation in the founder population

72

which yields multiple adaptive genotypes in a novel environment (i.e. a soft selective sweep; Hermisson

73

and Pennings, 2005) or when mutation rate is high relative to the selective coefficient (Barrett et al.

74

2006). However, clonal interference does not often play an important role when founding experimental

75

lines with clonal samples, performing experimental procedures over short timescales, and ensuring

76

rapid fixation of adaptive mutants e.g. through spatial separation and/or introducing an artificial

77

bottleneck.

78

The ideal system for evaluating evolutionary drivers of parallel evolution would involve a model system

79

that evolves in an extremely parallel manner i.e. reliably fixing the same single nucleotide

80

polymorphism across a range of environmental conditions and independent lines, while limiting clonal

81

interference. The merit of this approach is that it would allow to test whether an extremely parallel

82

evolutionary event is either a consequence of an extremely determinant evolutionary force, or a

83

combination of multiple harmonious factors. We have been able to address this challenge by employing

84

two engineered non-flagellate variants of the soil bacterium P. fluorescens strain SBW25. These
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85

variants lack the master regulator of flagella-dependent motility, FleQ (SBW25ΔfleQ). One variant

86

additionally has a transposon inserted within viscB that prevents production of the biosurfactant

87

viscosin, denying the bacteria an alternative form of sliding motility and rendering the variant

88

completely immotile (SBW25ΔfleQ IS-Ω-Km/hah: PFLU2552, hereafter AR2; Alsohim et al., 2014).

89

AR2 has previously been shown to rapidly re-evolve flagella-mediated motility under strong directional

90

selection (Taylor et al. 2015). This phenotype was achieved in independent lineages via repeatable de

91

novo mutation in the ntrB locus of the nitrogen regulatory (ntr) pathway. Mutations in ntrB resulted in

92

the constitutive expression and subsequent over-activation of NtrC, the ntr pathway’s response regulator

93

and FleQ homolog, allowing NtrC to act as a surrogate for the deleted flagella regulator (Taylor et al.

94

2015). The parallel evolution of ntrB mutants was noteworthy, as the locus was constantly targeted

95

during adaptation despite the observation of other mutational routes during the evolution of motility

96

within a closely related P. fluorescens strain, Pf0-1 (giving rise to slow moving mutants, collectively

97

dubbed Pf0-2xS). These mutations occurred within the ntr regulatory hierarchy which is shared by AR2

98

and Pf0-2x, suggesting other viable routes also existed for SBW25 derivatives (Taylor et al. 2015).

99

Here we show that not only does motility evolve in SBW25-derived strains in an extremely parallel

100

manner, this adaptation is reliant on a previously uncharacterised genetic quirk. The evolution of

101

flagella motility was found to target the same nucleotide substitution in over 95% of cases in minimal

102

medium (M9). This outcome was found to be robust across multiple nutrient regimes both in the

103

immotile SBW25 variant (AR2) and another variant that was able to access biosurfactant-mediated

104

motility prior to evolution (∆fleQ). The role of selection and the number of viable mutational routes in

105

ensuring the parallel outcome were found to provide some explanation for parallel evolution to the level

106

of the ntrB locus, but not the nucleotide. This therefore implied that intra-locus mutation rate

107

heterogeneity was playing a critical role. We then genetically augmented the ntrB locus to indirectly

108

incriminate mutation bias and revealed a key underlying genetic driver of parallel evolution. Silent

109

nucleotide changes introduced within the local region around the frequently targeted site were found to

110

reduce parallel evolution at the mutational hotspot from >95% to 0%. And in a reciprocal experiment,

111

silent changes introduced to a homologous strain raised parallel evolution at this site from 0% to 80%.
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112

These results reveal that synonymous genetic sequence can play a dominant role in ensuring parallel

113

evolutionary outcomes, and shines a spotlight on the overlooked mechanistic drivers behind parallel

114

evolutionary events.
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115

Materials and Methods

116

Model System

117

Our model system employs strains of the soil microbe P. fluorescens SBW25 and Pf0-1 that lack

118

motility through partial or complete gene deletion of fleQ, the master regulator of flagellar motility

119

(Alsohim et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2015). Two SBW25-derived strains were used as ancestors in this

120

study: SBW25 ΔfleQ (hereafter ΔfleQ) and a ΔfleQ variant with a functional viscB knockout isolated

121

from a transposon library (SBW25ΔfleQ IS-ΩKm-hah: PFLU2552, hereafter AR2; Alsohim et al.,

122

2014). ΔfleQ can migrate on soft agar (0.25%) prior to mutation via a form of sliding motility, which is

123

owed to the strain’s ability to produce viscosin. AR2 cannot produce viscosin and is thus rendered

124

completely immotile prior to mutation. Pf0-1 is a native gacA mutant (Seaton et al. 2013) thus does not

125

make viscosin, therefore its ΔfleQ variant, Pf0-2x, is rendered completely immotile following deletion

126

of fleQ. All cells were grown at 27°C and all strains used throughout the study (ancestral, evolved and

127

engineered) were stored at -80°C in 20% glycerol. The nutrient conditions used throughout the work

128

were lysogeny broth (LB) and M9 minimal media containing glucose and 7.5 mM NH4. The minimal

129

media was used in isolation or supplemented with either glutamate (M9+glu) or glutamine (M9+gln) at

130

a final supplement concentration of 8 mM unless stated otherwise.

131

Motility Selection Experiment

132

Immotile variants were placed under selection for flagella-mediated motility using LB and M9 soft agar

133

(0.25%) motility plates. Details of agar preparation are described in Alsohim et al., 2014. Supplemented

134

concentrations of glutamate (glu)/glutamine (gln) in M9 soft agar were expanded to include final

135

concentrations at 4 mM, 8 mM and 16 mM, as it was observed that biosurfactant-mediated dendritic

136

motility in ΔfleQ lines was enhanced at higher supplement concentrations, which masked any emergent

137

blebs (data not shown). Lowering the gln supplement concentration improved the likelihood of

138

observing an emergent flagella bleb in M9+gln motility plates (16 mM: 4/12, 8 mM: 9/20, 4 mM: 7/12

139

independent lines). However, dendritic motility remained high on all supplements of M9+glu and

140

persistently masked blebbing (16 mM: 2/12, 8 mM: 3/20, 4 mM: 2/11 independent lines). Although
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141

gln/glu supplementation had no bearing on motility in AR2 lines, supplement conditions across both

142

gln/glu were expanded for consistency. Single clonal colonies were inoculated into the centre of the

143

agar using a sterile pipette tip and monitored daily until emergence of motile bleb zones (as visualised

144

in fig. 1A). Samples were isolated from the leading edge, selecting for the strongest motility phenotype

145

on the plate, within 24 h of emergence and streaked onto LB agar (1.5%) to obtain a clonal sample. As

146

ΔfleQ lines were motile via dendritic movement prior to re-evolving flagella motility and could visually

147

mask flagella-mediated motile zones, samples were left for 120 h prior to sampling from the leading

148

edge of the growth. An exception was made in instances where blebbing motile zones were observed

149

solely further within the growth area, in which case this area was preferentially sampled.

150

Sequencing

151

Motility-facilitating changes were determined through PCR amplification and sequencing of ntrB, glnK

152

and glnA genes (supplementary table S1). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products and plasmids were

153

purified using Monarch® PCR & DNA Cleanup Kit (New England Biolabs) and Sanger sequencing

154

was performed by Eurofins Genomics. A subset of AR2 samples evolved on different nutritional

155

backgrounds was additionally screened through Illumina Whole-Genome Sequencing by the Milner

156

Genomics Centre and MicrobesNG (LB: n = 5, M9: n = 6, M9+gln: n = 6, M9+glu: n = 7). This allowed

157

us to screen for potential secondary mutations and to identify rare changes in motile strains with

158

wildtype ntrB sequences. P. fluorescens SBW25 genome was used as an assembly template (NCBI

159

Assembly: ASM922v1, GenBank sequence: AM181176.4) and single nucleotide polymorphisms were

160

called using Snippy with default parameters (Seemann 2015) through the Cloud Infrastructure for

161

Microbial Bioinformatics (CLIMB; Connor et al., 2016). In instances where coverage at the called site

162

was low (≤10x), called changes were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

163

Assessing Pleiotropy via Growth Rate

164

Cryopreserved samples of AR2 and derived ntrB mutants were streaked and grown for 48 h on LB agar

165

(1.5%). Three colonies were then picked, inoculated in LB broth and grown overnight at an agitation of

166

180 rpm to create biological triplicates for each sample. Overnight cultures were pelleted via
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centrifugation, their supernatant withdrawn and the cell pellets re-suspended in phosphate buffer saline

168

(PBS) to a final concentration of OD1 cells/ml. The resuspension was subsequently diluted 100-fold

169

into a 96-well plate (Costar ) containing nutrient broth. The plates were analysed in a Multiskan™ FC

170

Microplate Photometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 24h, with autonomous OD readings every 10 min

171

without agitation. Growth values were determined by calculating area under the curve using the

172

trapezoidal rule (approached outlined in Huang and Pang, 2012). This allowed us to incorporate all

173

elements of the pleiotropic consequences to metabolism and the benefit of swimming motility, including

174

prolonged lag phases and differing eventual yields achieved by mutant populations relative to the

175

ancestral strain (growth curves not shown). This process was repeated with an independent batch of

176

biological triplicates to produce a total of 6 biological replicates for each sample.

177

Soft Agar Motility Assay

178

Biological triplicates of overnight cultures were corrected to OD1 cells/ml. 1 μl of each replicate was

179

inoculated into soft-agar by piercing the top of the agar with the pipette tip and ejecting the culture into

180

the cavity as the tip was withdrawn. Plates were incubated for 48 h and photographed. Diameters of

181

concentric circle growths were calculated laterally and longitudinally, allowing us to calculate an

182

averaged total surface area using A= πr2. This process was repeated as several independent lines

183

underwent a second-step mutation (Taylor et al. 2015) within the 48 h assay. This phenotype was readily

184

observable as a blebbing that appeared at the leading edge along a segment of the circumference,

185

distorting the expected concentric circle of a clonal migrating population. As such these plates were

186

discarded from the study. By completing additional sets of biological triplicates, we ensured that each

187

sample had at least three biological replicates for analysis.

188

Invasion Assay

189

OD-corrected biological quadruplets of both ntrB mutant lines were prepared as outlined above. For

190

each pair of biological replicates, 1 μl of ntrB A683C was first inoculated as outlined above and

191

incubated, followed by ntrB A289C’s inoculation into the same cavity after the allotted time had elapsed

192

(3 h, 6 h, 9 h and 12 h). When inoculated at 0 h, ntrB A289C was added to the plate immediately after

®
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193

ntrB A683C. In instances where ntrB A289C was added to the plate ≤6 h after ntrB A683C, overgrowth

194

of culture was avoided by incubating ntrB A289C cultures at 22°C at 0 h until cell pelleting and re-

195

suspension approximately 1 h prior to inoculation. When ntrB A289C cultures were added to the plate

196

≥9 h after ntrB-A683C culture, overgrowth of culture was avoided by diluting the culture of ntrB-

197

A289C 100-fold into fresh LB broth at 0 h. The same ‘angle of attack’ was used for both instances of

198

inoculation (i.e. the side of the plate that the pipette tip travelled over on its way to the centre), as small

199

volumes of fluid falling from the tip onto the plate could cause local satellite growth. To avoid the risk

200

of satellite growths affecting results, isolated samples were collected from the leading edge 180° from

201

the angle of attack after a period of 24 h. The ntrB locus of one sample per replicate was determined by

202

Sanger sequencing to establish the dominant genotype at the growth frontier.

203

ntrB loci analysis

204

Theoretical hairpin stem-loop structures were generated using the mfg tool and methodology developed

205

by Wright et al., 2003. The mfg tool is used in conjunction with the Quikfold tool on the DINAMelt

206

Web Server (Markham and Zuker 2005). Default parameters were used for Quikfold with the exception

207

of temperature, which was amended to 27⁰C. The first 400 nucleotides of the open reading frames of

208

P. fluorescens SBW25 ntrB and Pf0-1 ntrB were used as input sequences, and AR2-sm’s input sequence

209

was created by manually editing SBW25’s ntrB sequence. The mfg application generates the most stable

210

stem-loop structure for each base in which the selected base remains unpaired and so is at a higher

211

likelihood of mutation. The window size of neighbouring nucleotides that are used to form the stem-

212

loop structure can be adjusted, and a window length of 40 nucleotides was used for the analysis in this

213

study.

214

Genetic engineering

215

A pTS1 plasmid containing ntrB A683C was assembled using overlap extension PCR (oePCR) cloning

216

(for detailed protocol see Bryksin and Matsumura, 2010) using vector pTS1 as a template. The ntrB

217

synonymous mutants (AR2-sm and Pf0-2x-sm6) and synonymous mutant with A289C pTS1 plasmids

218

were constructed using oePCR to assemble the insert sequence for allelic exchange, followed by
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219

amplification using nested primers and annealed into a pTS1 vector through restriction-ligation (for full

220

primer list see supplementary table. S1). pTS1 is a suicide vector, able to replicate in E. coli but not

221

Pseudomonas, and contains a tetracycline resistance cassette as well as an open reading frame encoding

222

SacB. Cloned plasmids were introduced to P. fluorescens SBW25 strains via puddle mating conjugation

223

with an auxotrophic E. coli donor strain ST18. Mutations were incorporated into the genome through

224

two-step allelic exchange, using a method outline by Hmelo et al., 2015, with the following adjustments:

225

(i) P. fluorescens cells were grown at 27⁰C. (ii) An additional passage step was introduced prior to

226

merodiploid selection, whereby colonies consisting of P. fluorescens cells that had incorporated the

227

plasmid (merodiploids) were allowed to grow overnight in LB broth free from selection, granting extra

228

generational time for expulsion of the plasmid from the genome. (iii) The overnight cultures were

229

subsequently serially diluted and spot plated onto NSLB agar + 15% (wt/vol) sucrose for AR2 strains

230

and NSLB agar + 5% (wt/vol) sucrose for the Pf0-2x strain. Positive mutant strains were identified

231

through targeted Sanger sequencing of the ntrB locus. We also screened these mutant strains for

232

counter-selection escape through PCR-amplification and sequencing of the sacB locus and growth on

233

tetracycline. Merodiploids, which have gone through just one recombination event, will possess both

234

mutant and wild type alleles of the target locus, as well as the sacB locus and a tetracycline resistance

235

cassette. However the wild type allele, sacB and tetracycline resistance will be subsequently lost

236

following successful two-step recombination. Mutants were only considered successful if there was no

237

product on an agarose gel following amplification of sacB alongside appropriate controls, the lines were

238

sensitive to tetracycline, and PCR results of the target locus reported expected changes at the targeted

239

sites.

240

Analysis of molecular data

241

All statistical tests and figures were produced in R (R Core Team 2014). Figures were created using the

242

ggplot package (Wickham 2016). A simulated dataset was produced for the Bootstrap test by randomly

243

drawing from a pool of 3 values with equal weights 24 times for 1 million iterations. Note that as the

244

simulated dataset draws from a pool of 3 values, it encodes that no other mutational routes are possible

245

aside from the observed 3. As such the derived statistic is an underestimate, with additional routes at
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246

any weight lowering the likelihood of repeat observations of a single value. All other tests were

247

completed using functions in base-R aside from the Dunn test, which was performed using the FSA

248

package (Ogle et al. 2020).

249
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250

Results

251

Remarkable Parallel Evolution

252

We evolved 24 independent replicates under strong directional selection in a minimal medium

253

environment (M9) to quantify the degree of parallel evolution of flagellar motility within the immotile

254

SBW25 model system (AR2). Motile mutants were readily identified through emergent motile zones

255

that migrated outward in a concentric circle (fig. 1A). Clonal samples were isolated from the zone’s

256

leading edge within 24 h of emergence and their genotypes analysed through either whole-genome or

257

targeted Sanger sequencing of the ntrB locus. Motile strains evolved rapidly (fig. 1B) and each

258

independent line was found to be a product of a one-step de novo mutation. All 24 lines had evolved in

259

parallel at the locus level: each had acquired a single, motility-restoring mutation within ntrB (fig. 1C).

260

More surprising however, was the level of parallel evolution within the locus. 23/24 replicates had

261

acquired a single nucleotide polymorphism at site 289, resulting in a transversion mutation from A to

262

C (hereafter referred to as ntrB A289C). This resulted in a T97P missense mutation within NtrB’s PAS

263

domain. The remaining sample had acquired a 12-base-pair deletion from nucleotide sites 406-417

264

(406-417), resulting in an in-frame deletion of residues 136-139 (ΔLVRG) within NtrB’s phospho-

265

acceptor domain.

266

Robust parallel evolution across environments

267

Parallel evolution could be robust or highly context-dependent, especially when it occurs via de novo

268

mutations with antagonistic pleiotropic effects (McGrath et al. 2011; Mcgee et al. 2016; Sackman et al.

269

2017). However, we found that the repeatability of the ntrB A289C mutation was robust across all tested

270

conditions, despite evidence of antagonistic pleiotropic effects on growth. We tested for environment-

271

specific antagonistic pleiotropy by measuring relative growth of the ancestral line and both evolved

272

ntrB mutants on rich lysogeny broth and minimal medium containing either ammonia as the sole

273

nitrogen source or supplemented with either glutamate (M9+glu) or glutamine (M9+gln), both of which

274

are naturally assimilated and metabolised by the ntr system. Though large fitness costs were evident in

275

M9 minimal medium, supplementing M9 with glu or gln reduced levels of antagonistic pleiotropy for
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both the ntrB A289C and the ∆406-417 mutants (supplementary fig. S1). Indeed, the antagonistic

277

pleiotropy of impaired metabolism was sufficiently low in M9 supplemented with the amino acid

278

glutamine (M9+gln) that motile mutants had increased fitness over the ancestral line in static broth,

279

which was significant in ntrB A289C (supplementary fig. S1). These findings show that antagonistic

280

pleiotropy has the potential to influence the robustness of parallel evolution.

281

We then tested whether antagonistic pleiotropy interferes with the robustness of parallel evolution in

282

our system. Our expectation was that supplemented nutrient regimes would lower pleiotropic costs and

283

thus unlock alternative routes of adaptation. We additionally hypothesised that the ability of the ΔfleQ

284

strain, which is able migrate prior to mutation (see materials and methods), would also ease starvation-

285

induced selection pressures and could facilitate yet more mutational routes. We observed a ‘blebbing’

286

phenotype (fig. 1A) in ΔfleQ lines despite their ability to migrate in a dendritic fashion; however, we

287

also found blebbing was less frequent under richer nutrient regimes (where populations migrated more

288

rapidly utilising viscosin, see materials and methods). Overall, there was no evidence that competitive

289

ability of the ntrB A289C mutation changed with nutrient condition (Gene-by-environment interaction:

290

2= 0.9375, df = 7, P = 0.9958, see fig. 2). Instead, we observed that the ntrB A289C mutation was

291

robust across all tested conditions, featuring in 90-100% of the ΔfleQ strains and 80-100% of AR2

292

strains (fig. 2).

293

Additionally, three novel mutational routes were observed in a small number of mutants (fig. 2),

294

revealing that mutational accessibility could not explain the level of observed parallel evolution. Most

295

notably was a non-synonymous A-C transversion mutation at site 683 (ntrB A683C) in a ΔfleQ line

296

evolved on M9+gln, resulting in a missense mutation within the NtrB histidine kinase domain. As a

297

single A-C transversion within the same locus, we may expect A683C to mutate at a similar rate to

298

A289C. We also observed a 12 base-pair deletion from sites 410-421 (ntrB Δ410-421) in an AR2 line

299

evolved on M9+gln. Furthermore, we discovered a double mutant in an AR2 line evolved on M9+glu:

300

one mutation was a single nucleotide deletion at site 84 within glnK, and the second was another A to

301

C transversion at site 688 resulting in a T230P missense mutation within RNA polymerase sigma factor

302

54. GlnK is NtrB’s native regulatory binding partner and repressor in the ntr pathway, meaning the
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303

frameshift mutation alone likely explains the observed motility phenotype. However, as this mutant

304

underwent two independent mutations we will not consider it for the following analysis. In addition,

305

ntrB Δ410-421 and ntrB Δ406-417, despite targeting different nucleotides, translate into identical

306

protein products (both compress residues LVRGL at positions 136-140 to a single L at position 136).

307

Therefore, we will also group them for the following analysis. Under the assumptions that the three

308

remaining one-step observed mutational routes to novel proteins are (i) equally likely to appear in the

309

population and (ii) equally likely to reach fixation, the original observation of ntrB A289C appearing

310

in 23/24 cases becomes exceptional (Bootstrap test: n = 1000000, P < 1 x 10-6). The likelihood of our

311

observing this by chance, therefore, is highly unlikely. This means that one or both assumptions are

312

almost certainly incorrect. Either the motility phenotype facilitated by the mutations may be unequal,

313

leading to fixation bias. Or the mutations may appear in the population at different rates, resulting in

314

mutation bias. One or both of these elements must be skewing evolution to such a degree that parallel

315

evolution to nucleotide resolution becomes highly predictable.

316

Assessing fixation bias

317

The Darwinian explanation for parallel evolution is that the observed mutational path is outcompeting

318

all others on their way to fixation. If selection alone was driving parallel evolution, the superior fitness

319

of the ntrB A289C genotype should have allowed it to out-migrate other motile genotypes co-existing

320

in the population. To test if the ntrB A289C mutation granted the fittest motility phenotype, we allowed

321

the evolved genotypes (A289C, 406-417, A683C and glnK ∆84) to migrate independently on the four

322

nutritional backgrounds and measured their migration area after 48 h. To allow direct comparison, we

323

first engineered the ntrB A683C mutation, which originally evolved in the ∆fleQ background, into an

324

AR2 strain. We observed that the non-ntrB double mutant, glnK ∆84, migrated significantly more

325

slowly than ntrB A289C in all four nutrient backgrounds (fig. 3A). However, ntrB A289C did not

326

significantly outperform either of the alternative ntrB mutant lines in any environmental condition (fig.

327

3A). This suggests that selection may have played a role in driving parallel evolution to the level of the

328

ntrB locus, but it cannot explain why nucleotide site 289 was so frequently radiated.
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329

To determine if this result remained true when mutant lines were competing in the same population, we

330

directly competed ntrB A289C against ntrB A683C on M9 minimal medium. In brief, we co-inoculated

331

the two mutant lines on the same soft agar surface and allowed them to competitively migrate before

332

sampling from the leading edge after 24 h of competition. The length of competition was maintained

333

throughout the assay, but ntrB A683C lines were allowed to migrate for between 0 and 12 h before the

334

addition of ntrB A289C to the agar. We observed that ntrB A289C was found predominantly on the

335

leading edge (3/4 replicates) when the mutants were inoculated concurrently, but invading populations

336

of the common genotype swiftly became unable to establish themselves at the leading edge within a

337

narrow time window of 3 h (fig. 3B). This result highlights that in minimal medium ntrB A289C does

338

offer a slight dominant phenotype, but to ensure establishment at the leading edge the genotype would

339

need to appear in the population within a handful of generations of a competitor. Given that the range

340

in time before a motility phenotype was observed could vary considerably between independent lines

341

(fig. 1B), our data do not support the hypothesis that global mutation rate could be high enough to allow

342

multiple phenotype-granting mutations to appear in the population almost simultaneously. More likely

343

is that each independent line adhered to the “early bird gets the word” maxim, i.e. the ntrB mutant which

344

was the first to appear in the population was the genotype that reached fixation. This therefore suggests

345

that the reason ntrB A289C is so frequently collected when sampling is due to an evolutionary force

346

other than selection and mutational accessibility.

347

Identifying mutation bias

348

Local mutational biases can play a key role in evolution (Bailey et al. 2017; Lind et al. 2019). Such

349

biases can be introduced by changing DNA curvature (Duan et al. 2018) or through neighbouring tracts

350

of reverse-complement repeats (palindromes and quasi-palindromes), which have been shown to invoke

351

local mutation biases by facilitating the formation of single-stranded DNA hairpins (De Boer and Ripley

352

1984). Therefore we next searched for a local mutation bias at ntrB site 289. Previously, we re-evolved

353

motility in two engineered immotile strains of P. fluorescens, SBW25 and Pf0-1 (Taylor et al. 2015).

354

Although evolved lines in SBW25 (namely AR2) frequently targeted ntrB, Pf0-1 lines (Pf0-2x) fixed

355

mutations across the ntr regulatory pathway. Furthermore, although Pf0-2x did acquire ntrB mutations
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356

in multiple independent lines, we observed no evidence of ntrB site 289 being targeted in Pf0-2x

357

(Taylor et al. 2015). The NtrB proteins of SBW25 and Pf0-1 are highly homologous (95.57% identity)

358

but share less identity at the genetic level (88.88% identity). A considerable portion of this genetic

359

variation is explained by synonymous genetic variation (8.34%) rather than non-synonymous variance

360

(2.76%). Synonymous mutations can play a role in altering local mutation rates. This may occur by

361

altering the nucleotide-triplet to one with a higher mutation rate (Long et al. 2014) or by altering the

362

secondary structure of longer DNA tracts via the mechanisms outlined above. Nucleotides that remain

363

unpaired when their neighbouring nucleotides form hairpins with nearby reverse-complement tracts

364

have been observed to exhibit increased mutation rates (Wright et al. 2003). Both SBW25 and Pf0-1

365

were found to have short reverse-complement tracts that flanked site 289, however the called hairpins

366

were not entirely identical in their composition owing to synonymous variance (supplementary fig. S2).

367

Overall, there are 6 synonymous nucleotide substitutions ± 5 codons of site 289 (C276G, C279T,

368

C285G, C291G, T294G and G300C), which may have been affecting such hairpin formations and

369

impact local mutation rate.

370

To test if synonymous sequence was biasing evolutionary outcomes, we replaced the 6 synonymous

371

sites in an AR2 strain with those from a Pf0-1 background (hereafter AR2-sm). Not all these sites

372

formed part of a theoretically predicted stem that overlapped with site 289, but all were targeted due to

373

their close proximity with the site. AR2-sm lines were placed under selection for motility and we

374

observed that these lines evolved motility significantly more slowly (fig. 4A), both in M9 minimal

375

medium and LB (Wilcoxon rank sum tests with continuity correction: M9, W = 44.5, P < 0.001; LB,

376

W = 22, P < 0.001). Evolved AR2-sm lines that re-evolved motility within 8 days were sampled and

377

their ntrB locus analysed by Sanger sequencing (fig. 4B). We observed some similar ntrB mutations to

378

those identified previously: the ntrB A683C mutation was observed in one independent line evolved on

379

LB, and ntrB ∆406-417 was also observed in both strain backgrounds. However, the most common

380

genotype of ntrB A289C fell from being observed in over 95% of independent lines in M9 to 0%.

381

Furthermore, we observed multiple previously unseen ntrB mutations, while a considerable number of
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382

lines reported wildtype ntrB sequences, instead either targeting another gene of the ntr pathway (glnK)

383

or unidentified targets that may lay outside of the network (fig. 4B).

384

To test that the A289C transition remained a viable mutational target in the AR2-sm genetic

385

background, we subsequently engineered the AR2-sm strain with this motility-enabling mutation. We

386

observed that AR2-sm ntrB A289C was motile and comparable in phenotype to a ntrB A289C mutant

387

that had evolved in the ancestral AR2 genetic background (supplementary fig. S3). We additionally

388

found that AR2-sm ntrB A289C retained comparable motility to the other ntrB mutants evolved from

389

AR2-sm (supplementary fig. S3). Therefore, we can determine that the AR2-sm genetic background

390

would not prevent motility following mutation at ntrB site 289, nor does it render such a mutation

391

uncompetitive. This therefore infers that the sole variable altered between the two strains (the 6

392

synonymous changes) are precluding radiation at site 289. Taken together these results strongly suggest

393

that the synonymous sequence immediately surrounding ntrB site 289 facilitates its position as a local

394

mutational hotspot, and that local mutational bias is imperative for realising extreme parallel evolution

395

in our model system.

396

As the previous result exemplified the power of synonymous variation in breaking mutational hotspots,

397

we next hypothesised if the same approach could be utilised to build a mutational hotspot. To achieve

398

this we engineered a synonymous variant of the immotile Pf0-2x strain (Pf0-2x-sm6). This strain was a

399

reciprocal mutant of AR2-sm, in that it had synonymous variations at the same six sites within ntrB but

400

substituted so that they matched AR2’s native sequence (G276C, T279C, G285C, G291C, G294T and

401

C300G). We placed both Pf0-2x and Pf0-2x-sm6 under directional selection for motility and observed

402

that Pf0-2x evolved motility slower than Pf0-2x-sm6 (fig. 5A) and targeted a multitude of sites across

403

multiple loci (fig. 5B). In stark contrast, Pf0-2x-sm6 evolved both more quickly (fig. 5A; Wilcoxon

404

rank sum tests with continuity correction: M9, W = 239.5, P < 0.001; LB, W = 461.5, P < 0.001) and

405

massively more parallel than its native counterpart, targeting ntrB A289C in 80% of instances in M9

406

despite this mutation not appearing de novo once in a Pf0-2x evolved line (fig. 5B). The striking

407

differences between the two strains from a Pf0-2x genetic background (fig. 5) clearly mirror the results

408

observed in the AR2 genetic background (fig. 4). This reveals that a small number of synonymous
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variations can heavily bias mutational outcomes across genetic backgrounds and between homologous

410

strains.
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411

Discussion

412

Understanding why certain mutations reach fixation in adapting populations remains an immense

413

challenge. This is true even in simple systems such as the one employed in this study, where clonal

414

bacterial populations were evolved under strong directional selection for very few phenotypes, namely

415

motility and nitrogen metabolism. Here we took immotile variants of P. fluorescens SBW25 that had

416

been observed to repeatedly target the same locus (ntrB) during the re-evolution of motility (Taylor et

417

al. 2015), and found that evolving populations adapted via de novo substitution mutation at the same

418

nucleotide site in over 95% of cases (A289C) in M9 minimal medium. We found that populations were

419

constrained in which genetic avenues they could take to access the phenotype under selection, but

420

mutational accessibility and fitness differences alone could not explain such a high degree of parallel

421

evolution. Instead we observed that introducing synonymous changes around the mutational hotspot

422

pushed evolving populations away from the parallel path, revealing that synonymous sequence is an

423

integral factor toward realising extreme parallel evolution in our system.

424

Models looking to describe adaptive evolution often place precedence on fitness and the number of

425

accessible adaptive routes (Orr 2005; Krug 2019) yet pay little attention to local mutational biases

426

(however, see Sackman et al., 2017). However, mutation rate heterogeneity becomes of paramount

427

importance when systems adhere to the Strong Selection Weak Mutation model (SSWM), which

428

describes instances when an advantageous mutation undergoes a hard sweep to fixation before another

429

beneficial mutation appears (Gillespie 1984). In such cases relative fitness values between adaptive

430

genotypes are relegated to secondary importance behind the likelihood of a genotype appearing in the

431

population. Indeed, experimental systems that adhere to the SSWM maxim have been observed to

432

evolve in parallel despite the option of multiple mutational routes to improved fitness (Vogwill et al.

433

2014). This suggests that uneven mutational biases can be a key driver in realising parallel evolution, a

434

conclusion which has been reinforced theoretically (Bailey et al. 2017) although empirical data is still

435

lacking. Understanding the mechanistic causes of mutation rate heterogeneity, therefore, will be

436

essential if we are to determine when and if accurate predictions of evolution are possible (Bailey et al.
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437

2018; Lind et al. 2019). The challenge remains in identifying what these mechanistic quirks may be,

438

where they may be found, and how they impact evolutionary outcomes.

439

Silent mutations are sometimes treated as adaptively neutral as they offer no discernible changes to

440

fitness post-translation. However, more recent studies have revealed that synonymous changes have an

441

underestimated effect on fitness through their perturbances before and during translation. Synonymous

442

sequence variance can impact fitness by changing the stability of mRNA (Kudla et al. 2009; Kristofich

443

et al. 2018; Lebeuf-Taylor et al. 2019) and altering codons to perturb or better match the codon-

444

anticodon ratio (Frumkin et al. 2018). To our knowledge, we have shown here for the first time that

445

synonymous sequence can also be essential for realising extreme parallel evolution. Our results strongly

446

infer that this is due to its impact on local mutational biases, which mechanistically may be owed to the

447

formation of single-stranded hairpins that form between short inverted repeats on the same DNA strand

448

(De Boer and Ripley 1984; Fieldhouse and Golding 1991). The formation of these secondary DNA

449

structures provides a mechanism for intra-locus mutation bias that can operate with extremely local

450

impact and is contingent on DNA sequence variation, as introducing synonymous changes could readily

451

perturb the complementarity of neighbouring inverse repeats (e.g. supplementary fig. S2). Furthermore,

452

the finding of just six synonymous mutations having a significant impact on DNA structure would not

453

represent a surprising result, as secondary structures can be altered by single mutations (Dong et al.

454

2001).

455

We have further shown that the frequently observed ntrB A289C mutation remains both a viable and

456

competitive mutational route within the synonymous mutant background (supplementary fig. S3). As

457

the competitive fitness and broad genetic background remains the same, the six synonymous mutations

458

are the sole variable between the two AR2 strains (AR2 and AR2-sm), and therefore solely responsible

459

for both the delayed evolution and the loss of a mutational hotspot.

460

One caveat of this finding is that local mutation bias occurring via single stranded hairpins is only

461

indirectly inferred by our results. We can confidently assert, however, that the altered mutational bias

462

is owed to an intralocus effect, owing to the six synonymous sites all residing within 14 bases at either

463

flank of site 289. The full elucidation of the secondary structure enabling this mutation bias awaits
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464

further study. We know that at least a portion of the 6 substituted nucleotide sites are imperative for

465

parallel genetic outcomes, but we do not yet know if other nucleotide features in the local

466

neighbourhood are similarly important. Interestingly, our data suggest that the mutational hotspot

467

typically mutates so quickly as to mask mutations appearing elsewhere and outside of the nitrogen

468

regulatory pathway, which only appear when the hotspot is perturbed (figs. 4 and 5). This therefore

469

presents the opportunity to additionally quantify the difference in mutation rate owed to the secondary

470

structure.

471

One thought-provoking result was that the presence of a mutational hotspot was a stronger deterministic

472

evolutionary force in our system than other variables such as nutrient regime, starvation-induced

473

selection and genetic background. We expected the selective environments to hold some influence over

474

evolutionary outcomes (Bailey et al. 2015) mostly owing to varying levels of antagonistic pleiotropy,

475

which has been found to be a key driver in similar motility studies (Fraebel et al. 2017). Similarly,

476

parallel evolution can sometimes be impressively robust across genetic backgrounds (Vogwill et al.

477

2014) but some innovations are strongly determined by an organism’s evolutionary history (Blount et

478

al. 2012). In our experiments, the strains that share the same 6 synonymous sites evolve more similarly

479

than those that share the same broader genetic background (figs. 4B and 5B). These results show that

480

strains can share not only high global homology but also similar genomic architecture – including

481

translated protein structures and gene regulatory network organisation – and yet can have strikingly

482

different mutational outcomes when under selection for the exact same traits owing to synonymous

483

variation. This presents intriguing questions as to whether neutral changes could facilitate the

484

dominance of a genotype during adaptation because of a previously acquired mutational hotspot, and

485

asks whether these mutational hotspots can be selectively enforced. In addition, genomic variation

486

typically combines with environmental differences to drive populations down diverse paths (Spor et al.

487

2014), so the relationship between genetic architecture and adaptive environment requires further

488

attention.

489

The ultimate end goal of predictive evolution is to make an accurate evolutionary forecast prior to

490

performing the experiment and without any foreknowledge of the expected outcome. This is an
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491

ambitious task because mutation is inherently a random process, but not all sites in the genome possess

492

equal fixation potential. Most changes will not improve a phenotype under selection, and those that do

493

will not necessarily mutate at the same rates. Therefore, we can increase our predictive power

494

dramatically, permitting we have a detailed understanding of the evolutionary variables at play.

495

Considerable inroads have already been made toward realising this goal. It has been highlighted that

496

loss-of-function mutations are the most frequently observed mutational type under selection (Kimura,

497

1968; Lind, Farr and Rainey, 2015) and that a gene’s wider position within its regulatory network

498

determines its propensity in delivering phenotypic change (McDonald et al. 2009). It has also been

499

shown that parallel evolution at the level of the locus is partially determined by gene length (Bailey et

500

al. 2018) and that global mutation bias can strongly influence the likelihood of a given nucleotide

501

substitution (Lind and Andersson 2008; Stoltzfus and McCandlish 2017). Here, we show that

502

synonymous sequence warrants consideration alongside these other variables by highlighting its impact

503

on the realisation of extreme parallel evolution.
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664

Figures and figure legends:

665
666

Fig. 1. Extremely parallel evolution of flagella-mediated motility in immotile variants of P. fluorescens

667

SBW25 (AR2). (A) Immotile populations evolved on soft agar (left) re-evolved flagella-mediated

668

motility through one-step de novo mutation (right). (B) Phenotype emergence appeared rapidly,

669

typically within 3-5 days following inoculation (box edges represent the 25th and 75th percentiles and

670

the whiskers show the observed range). (C) The underlying genetic changes were highly parallel, with

671

all independent lines targeting one of two sites (left circle, A289C and right circle 406-417) within the

672

ntrB locus at the expense of other sites within the nitrogen (ntr) pathway. (D) A single transversion

673

mutation, A289C, was the most common mutational route, appearing in over 95% of independent lines

674

(23/24).
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675
676

Fig. 2. Repeatability of the A289C ntrB mutation across genetic background and nutrient environment

677

(total N = 116). The proportion of each observed mutation is shown on the y axis. ntrB mutation A289C

678

was robust across both strain backgrounds (SBW25fleQ shown as fleQ, and AR2) and the four tested

679

nutritional environments, remaining the primary target of mutation in all cases (>87%). Lines were

680

evolved using 4mM, 8mM and 16mM of amino acid supplement (see materials and methods). No

681

significant relationship between supplement concentration and evolutionary target was observed

682

(Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared tests: AR2 M9+glu, df = 2, P > 0.2; AR2 M9+gln, df = 1, P > 0.23; ∆fleQ

683

M9+gln, df = 1, P > 0.3), as such they are treated as independent treatments for statistical analysis but

684

visually grouped here for convenience. ΔfleQ lines evolved on LB were able to migrate rapidly through

685

sliding motility alone, masking any potential emergent flagellate blebs (see Alsohim et al., 2014).

686

Sample sizes (N) for other categorical variables: ΔfleQ – M9: 25, M9+gln: 20, M9+glu: 7; LB: 5, M9:

687

24, M9+gln: 17, M9+glu: 18.
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688
689

Fig. 3. Selection does not strongly favour ntrB A289C motility over alternative ntrB mutations. (A)

690

Surface area of motile zones following 48h of growth across four environmental conditions. Individual

691

data points from biological replicates are plotted and each migration area has been standardised against

692

the surface area of a ntrB A289C mutant grown in the same environment (ntrB A289C growth mean =

693

0). Significance values: * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001 (Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc Dunn

694

test). (B) ntrB A289C lines fail to reach the growth frontier within 6 h of competitor pre-inoculation.

695

Two ntrB mutant lines, A289C and A683C, were co-inoculated in equal amounts on soft agar, either

696

immediately (0 h) or with A289C being added at 3 h time points up to 12 h (x-axis) into the centre of

697

an A683C inoculated zone. The strains were competed for 24 h prior to sampling from the motile zone’s

698

leading edge. Genotype establishment at the frontier across the four replicates is shown on the y-axis

699

with the number of lineages at the leading edge represented as 0-4.
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700
701

Fig. 4. Loss of repeatable evolution conferred by a synonymous sequence mutant (AR2-sm). (A)

702

Histogram of motility phenotype emergence times across independent replicates of immotile SBW25

703

(AR2) and an AR2 strain with 6 synonymous substitutions in the ntrB locus (AR2-sm) in two nutrient

704

conditions. (B) Observed mutational targets across two environments (AR2: LB N = 5, M9 N = 24;

705

AR2-sm: LB N = 8, M9 N = 8). Note that characterised genotypes were sampled within 8 days of
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706

experiment start date. Unidentified mutations could not be distinguished from wild type sequences of

707

genes belonging to the nitrogen regulatory pathway (ntrB, glnK and glnA) which were analysed by

708

Sanger sequencing (supplementary table. S1). ntrB 406-417 was the only mutational target shared by

709

both lines within the same nutritional environment.
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710
711

Fig. 5. Gain of repeatable evolution conferred by a synonymous sequence mutant (Pf0-2x-sm). (A)

712

Histogram of motility phenotype emergence times across independent replicates of an immotile variant

713

of P. fluorescens strain Pf0-1 (Pf0-2x; Taylor et al. 2015) and a Pf0-2x strain with 6 synonymous

714

substitutions in the ntrB locus (Pf0-2x-sm) in two nutrient conditions. (B) Observed mutational targets

715

across two environments (Pf0-2x: LB N = 29, M9 N = 22; Pf0-2x-sm: LB N = 6, M9 N = 10).
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716

Unidentified mutations could not be distinguished from wild type sequences of genes belonging to the

717

nitrogen regulatory pathway (ntrB, glnK and glnA) which were analysed by Sanger sequencing

718

(supplementary table. S1). Mutation ntrB A289C was not observed in a single instance in evolved Pf0-

719

2x lines but became the strongly preferred target following synonymous substitution.
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720

Supplementary figures and tables:

721
722

Fig. S1. Growth kinetics of mutant AR2 lines in static liquid culture over 24h. Nutrient environments:

723

M9 = M9 minimal media supplemented with NH4 at 7.5 mM. M9+glu = additional glutamate added

724

at 8 mM. M9+gln = additional glutamine added at 8 mM. LB = lysogeny broth. Growth yield was

725

determined using area under the curve, and each yield has been standardised against the yield of the

726

AR2 ancestral strain grown in the same environment (AR2 ancestor growth mean = 0). Individual

727

data points from biological replicates are plotted, and ranges around the mean growth of the ancestral

728

strain are shown in column one of each frame. Plots are the means of six biological replicates.

729

Significance values: * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA post-hoc Tukey

730

HSD test).

731
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732

Fig. S2. Quasi-palindromic sequences flank ntrB site 289 in both P. fluorescens strains SBW25 and

733

Pf0-1. Theoretical hairpin formations were generated using the mfg program (Wright et al. 2003).

734

This software calculates the most stable hairpin formed between neighbouring tracts (± 40 nucleotides

735

from site 289) in which the site of interest (in this case site 289, highlighted in red) remains unpaired.

736

In these examples the nucleotides are forced into stem-loop structures that have been documented to

737

comprise hairpins (Ripley, 1982). The stability, structure and included nucleotide tracts that form

738

the predicted hairpins differ between strains (Maximum-energy (∆G) of secondary structures: Pf0-1 =

739

-13.2. SBW25 = -8.0. AR2-sm = -11.6). These differences are partially owed to synonymous

740

sequence variation, as highlighted by the unique hairpin formation exhibited by AR2-sm after the

741

introduction of 6 synonymous substitutions. Although the mfg program only calls the most stable

742

hairpin configuration and therefore may miss alternative structures that temporarily form and raise

743

mutation rate, the tool exemplifies the power of synonymous variance in altering hairpin stability.

744
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745
746

Fig. S3. ntrB A289C in AR2-sm retains comparative fitness to its ancestral counterpart. The motility

747

phenotype of AR2 ntrB A289C and alternative AR2-sm ntrB mutants (406-417-sm and A683-sm)

748

were measured against an engineered AR2-sm ntrB A289C mutant (A289C-sm) in minimal medium.

749

A289C-sm was not significantly outperformed by any strain, instead showing a significantly superior

750

motility phenotype to A683-sm in M9. Although the two motile lines displayed comparable motility

751

in an AR2 background (fig. 3A), the inferior phenotype observed here may be owed to an

752

uncharacterised secondary mutation. Individual data points from biological replicates are plotted and

753

each migration area has been standardised against the surface area of a ntrB A289C-sm mutant grown

754

in the same environment (ntrB A289C-sm growth mean = 0). Significance values: * = P < 0.05, ** =

755

P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001 (Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc Dunn test).

756
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For use in:

757

Primer description:
SBW25 ntrB locus (forward)
SBW25 ntrB locus (reverse)
Sanger sequencing of ntr
SBW25 glnK locus (forward)
pathway / Invasion assay
SBW25 glnK locus (reverse)
SBW25 glnA locus (forward)
SBW25 glnA locus (reverse)
Upstream fragment (forward)
AR2 ntrB A683C integration
Upstream fragment (reverse)
into pTS1 backbone (allelic
Downstream fragment (forward)
exchange)
Downstream fragment (reverse)
Upstream fragment (forward)
AR2 ntrB synonymous
Upstream fragment (reverse)
substitution sequence
Downstream fragment (forward)
integration into pTS1 backbone Downstream fragment (reverse)
(allelic exchange)
SBW25 ntrB nested primer (forward)
SBW25 ntrB nested primer (reverse)
AR2 ntrB synonymous
Upstream fragment (reverse)
substitution sequence with
Downstream fragment (forward)
Upstream fragment (forward)
Pf0-2x ntrB synonymous
Upstream fragment (reverse)
substitution sequence
Downstream fragment (forward)
integration into pTS1 backbone Downstream fragment (reverse)
(allelic exchange)
Pf0-1 ntrB nested primer (forward)
Pf0-1 ntrB nested primer (reverse)
Screening engineered lines for sacB check (Forward)
counter-selection escape
sacB check (Reverse)

758

Table. S1. List of primers used throughout the study.

Sequence:
5'- GAGGTCCCAATGACCATCAG -3'
5'- GACGATCCAGACGGTTTCAC -3'
5'-GTGGGCAAAGGACTGATTTC-3'
5'-GATGATGGCGAAGGTCATCT-3'
5'-CGGAAATCGCTCAAGGTTTA-3'
5'-CTGATAATCCCCAGGCAAAA-3'
5'- GAAATTAATAGGTTGTATTGATGTTGATGACCATCAGCGATGCACTG -3'
5'- GAATGCTCGGGGCGTAGTCGC -3'
5'- GCGACTACGCCCCGAGCATTC -3'
5'- GCCGTTTCTGTAATGAAGGAGAAAACTCATGTCGATGGGGCTCCTTG -3'
5'- GAAATTAATAGGTTGTATTGATGTTGTGCCAAATGCCGCCTACATC -3'
5'- CGTTGCTGAGGATCGGCGTCACCGCGTAATCCACCGTCAG -3'
5'- CTGACGGTGGATTACGCGGTGACGCCGATCCTCAGCAACG -3'
5'- GCCGTTTCTGTAATGAAGGAGAAAACGTTGATCAGCACGGTGATGT -3'
5'- AATTTGGATCCATGACCATCAGCGATGCACTG -3'
5'- AATTTAAGCTTGATCCAGACGGTTTCACTACG -3'
5'- CGTTGCTGAGGATCGGCGGCACCGCGTAATCCACCGTCAG -3'
5'- CTGACGGTGGATTACGCGGTGCCGCCGATCCTCAGCAACG -3'
5'-TATCGCCTGCTGCTGGATGG-3'
5'- CGTTGCTCAGGATAGGGGTCACGGCGTAGTCGACGGTCAG -3'
5'- CTGACCGTCGACTACGCCGTGACCCCTATCCTGAGCAACG -3'
5'-TCCACACGGTTTCACTACGG-3'
5'-AATTTGGATCCAGCGTCAGGTCAAACCGTGT-3'
5'-AATTTAAGCTTTGGTGCTGGCTGATGATGTT-3'
5'-TCAATCATACCGAGAGCGCC-3'
5'-TGTCGCAAACTATCACGGCT-3'

